
Trends in the Periodic Table



Atomic Radius

• Atomic Radius is defined as half the distance between the nuclei 
of 2 atoms of the same element that are joined together by a 
single covalent bond.

• Another name for atomic radius is covalent radius.

HHH

Half the distance of the bond

HH



Trends in Atomic Radius
Atomic radius decreases across period

Atomic radius 
increases down 
the group



Atomic Radius increases down the group due 
to:
1.A new shell of electrons which is further away from the nucleus.

2.The increase of the screening effect of inner shells of electrons.



The Shielding (Screening) Effect

N



N

Electrons in the outer shells 
experience more repulsion than 
those in the inner shells



Atomic Radius decreases across a period due 
to:
1. Increase in nuclear charge

- The more protons that are in the nucleus, then the stronger the attraction 
between the nucleus and the outer electrons

2. No increase in the screening effect

- The extra electron is being added to the same outer shell.



Decreasing Atomic Size
(Across a Period)

• As the attraction between the (+) nucleus and the (-) valance electrons increases, the atomic size 
decreases.

• From left to right, size decreases because there is an increase in nuclear charge and Effective 
Nuclear Charge (# protons - # core electrons).

• Each valance electron is pulled by the full Effective Nuclear Charge 



17P
17N

Effective Nuclear Charge
Effective Nuclear Charge = total electrons – inner electrons

Chlorine = 17 total electrons
10 inner electrons

E.N.C. = 17 – 10 = +7 charge



D-Block elements

• As the difference in electron structure in the d-block elements occur in the 2nd

last energy level, there is very little change in the size of their atoms across any 
period.

• The increased nuclear charge is effectively cancelled by the increase in the 
screening effect.

Why does little change occur in the size of D-block atoms?



First Ionization Energy

• The first ionisation energy is the energy required to remove the most 
loosely bound electron from a neutral atom in the gaseous ground 
state. 

X – e- = X+



Second Ionization Energy

• Is the energy required to remove the most loosely bound electron
from the ion, the first electron already having been removed.

X+ – e- = X2+



Trends in Ionisation Energy
Ionisation energy increases across period

Ionisation energy 
decreases down 
the group



Trends in Ionization Energy 

• Increase across a period due to:

- Increase in the nuclear charge

- Decrease in atomic radius 

• Decrease down a group due to:

- Increase in ‘screening effect’

- Increase in atomic radius



Ionization Energies (*be able to 
explain)



Exceptions to Ionisation Trends

• Write out the electron configuration (s, p, etc.) for the following 
atoms:

Be and B  



Exceptions to Ionisation Trends

• Write out the electron configuration (s, p, etc.) for the following 
atoms:

Mg and Al  



Exceptions to Ionisation Trends

• Write out the electron configuration (s, p, etc.) for the following 
atoms:

N and O  



Exceptions to Ionisation Trends

• Write out the electron configuration (s, p, etc.) for the following 
atoms:

P and S  



Why are these exceptions?

• Where is the outer electron being removed from in each atom?

• Which atom is more stable?



Evidence for the existence of energy levels

1.There is a steady increase in I.E. values as electrons are removed from 
the same shell. 

2.There is a large increase in I.E. values when an electron is removed 
from a full shell.

This is because the new shell is:

- Closer to the nucleus

- There is less screening effect

- Shell is full, so has extra stability



Trends in I.E. for Silicon… Can you explain the 
trends?



Electronegativity (E.N)

• Is the relative force of attraction atoms have for a shared pair of 
electrons in a covalent bond.

• Electronegativity values lay between 0.7 to 4.



Table of E.N values



Trends in E.N

• Increase across a period due to:

- Increase in nuclear charge (# protons).

- Decrease in atomic radius.

• Decrease down a group due to:

- Increase in the number of shells of electrons (shielding effect).

- Increase in atomic radius



Uses of E.N values

• Help determine the type of bond within a molecule (intramolecular)… ionic or 
covalent bonds.

• Helps determine the type of force between molecules (intermolecular)…Van der 
Waals, Dipole-Dipole, or Hydrogen bonding.

• Helps determine the solubility in polar/non-polar solvents. “

“Like dissolves like”


